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Usage of digital medical documents and sharing by Web services has
tremendously increased the size of document collections and increases the burden on the
user for getting relevant document while searching. Many tools such as query-based
retrieval and browsing are available to search a document of interest. Document clustering
is widely used for efficient Information Retrieval (IR) and data mining applications.
Traditional methods use ‘bag of words’ approach to find the relevant document for a
query. But, high dimensionality of the features of a document and ambiguity in the
natural language needs concept-based search instead of using bag of words. Ranking the
features and expansion of concepts of ranked features will be helpful for efficient data
retrieval and mining. This work proposes a Honey Bee Mating optimization with k-
Means clustering (HBM-KM) algorithm for optimal clustering of documents. The proposed
technique performs better than with Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering (HAC) and k-
means algorithm.

Key words: Document Clustering, Concept Expansion, Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC), k-Means clustering, Honey Bee Mating algorithm (HBM).

The usage of digital documents has
increased in all the fields, and most of these
documents are shared by World Wide Web
(WWW). Many tools such as query-based retrieval
and browsing are available to search a document
of interest. Document clustering is widely used for
efficient Information Retrieval (IR) and data mining
applications by grouping related texts into clusters
and labeling them will reduce the overhead of topic
discovery so that health professionals can visualize
the results of a search quickly1. The goal of IR is to
get the documents from the entire collection of
documents that matches best with the query given
by the user.

Existence of huge information and
ambiguity available in natural language increases
the burden of finding best matching document for

an average user. Therefore, new techniques are
required to organize the information, store, and
trace the documents. Clustering is one of the
techniques used to solve this problem. Clustering
is an unsupervised technique, which organizes a
set of input data into clusters.  Clusters are formed
such that similar data are clustered together to form
multiple clusters. But, before clustering the
documents, the type of attributes or characteristics
of the documents, which can be used for clustering
must be chosen2.

The two major types of clustering
algorithms are hierarchical and partition algorithms3,

4. In hierarchical clustering, the given database D
is divided into subsets in hierarchical manner.
Agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering
are two major types of hierarchical clustering.
Agglomerative clustering starts with a single
cluster and merges with one or more relevant
clusters recursively. Divisive clustering takes entire
data set into one cluster and splits the documents
of initial cluster into multiple clusters recursively.
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In both clustering methods, recursion is stopped
when termination condition is reached.

Partition clustering partitions the data
collection into predetermined number of clusters
in a single step.  Single pass methods and iterative
methods are two popular types of partitioning
clustering. Direct k-way clustering is a single pass
method, which partitions documents into k number
of clusters. Initially, k documents are taken as seeds
for k clusters. Each seed is compared by a similarity
measure with each document, and each document
is assigned to a cluster, which has best matching
between the document and associated seed of the
cluster. In iterative method, direct k-way clustering
form initial clusters, clustering is repeated until
some optimization criteria are met. Therefore,
reallocation is allowed in iterative method. Though,
the hierarchical clustering technique is supposed
to achieve better clustering, it is not optimal as
reallocation of poorly classified objects cannot be
carried out in the original hierarchical clustering
algorithm.

Finding similarity among the documents
is useful for the analysis of text, IR, clustering, and
classification of the documents. Traditional
methods use similarity calculation based on bag
of words instead of semantic connections. In bag
of words method, initially tokens separation is done
by using white spaces and then stop words and
other punctuation marks in the document are
removed. Finally, the number of occurrences of
each word is counted and represented along with
the word. The detriment of this approach is that
the ambiguity in the words of natural language
misguides the retrieval and classification of
documents. Therefore, semantic representation
along with bag of word must be considered for
clustering and classifying the documents.

Concept is an abstract unit of knowledge
represented in a document or an article. Concept is
unambiguous and represents a unique meaning. If
there is an overlap of concepts between two
documents, then these two documents are
connected. When the semantic relationships
among the concepts are used for clustering and
classification, the search results will be more
appropriate to the query5. In bag of concepts
method, initially concepts are identified, and index
vocabulary is extracted from concept systems such
as Wikipedia or WordNet. Wikipedia developed

concept system based on the phrases of the author,
and WorldNet uses machine learning6. Advantages
of using concepts are,
1) Redundancy is lessened
2) Dis-ambiguous words which have
multiple meanings are identified
3) Semantic connections among the different
concepts have been identified, quantified,
organized, and traced when finding similarity
connectedness between two documents.

Same word may discuss different
concepts depending on the document where the
word is used. Concept expansion is used to identify
list of concepts from a document. While expansion,
disambiguation is required for proper semantic
representation. To prune the irrelevant concepts
from a concept list of document, a measure salience
is used. Let U be the list of concepts of a document,
and Ci be a concept within the list U. Salience of
concept Ci is calculated by the equation (1).

...(1)

where Cj represents other concepts of the
same document and available in the list U and |U|
represents total number of concepts identified in
the document. SIM(Ci, Cj) represents semantic
connectedness between two concepts Ciand Cj.
Whenever a query is given by the user to perform
efficient IR, list of concepts is created based on
the surrounding words.

The problem of clustering has been
studied extensively using machine learning
algorithms, statistics but fail to produce
satisfactory results. The limitations are due to non-
validation of the clusters produced, assumptions
made on the data distributions or due to the criterion
used during the formation of the clusters. Most of
the existing clustering algorithms are inefficient
when the number of feature vector is large.

The feature space for document is high
and sparse which affects the performance of
clustering algorithms.  Some of the features are
redundant and not relevant, and irrelevant features
will misguide the classification algorithms7, 8. In
the proposed approach, features are extracted and
ranked to identify most important features and
avoid irrelevant features. Then concepts of the
document are expanded to include semantics of
the document and used in clustering. The Use of
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concepts in clustering the documents will be
helpful for accurate document classification,
information retrieval, and data mining. The study
proposes Honey Bee Mating optimization with k-
Means clustering (HBM-KM) algorithm for optimal
clustering of documents. The HBM optimization
is used to find the centroids of the clusters and
then extended to k-Means algorithm. The
subsequent sections discuss the related work,
proposed methodology and finally conclude with
result and discussion.
Related works

K-means clustering is an iterative
clustering algorithm and has been widely used for
document clustering. Slowness, scalability,
sensitive to the selection of initial seed and
convergence to local minima were some of the
drawbacks of k-means clustering algorithm. Yang9

proposed greedy k-means clustering algorithm to
solve these problems. This algorithm gave superior
performance by giving most relevant documents
when user searches the large database with a query.
Cui and SeokChae10 applied 18 different clustering
techniques for component identification for legacy
systems. Various similarity and weighing factors
were used, and performance was compared. Result
showed that hierarchical clustering produced better
results than other clustering algorithms.

Sreemathy et al.,11 proposed an efficient
document clustering technique using multiple
features. Dimensionality reduction was done at
preprocessing, and weightage for each feature was
assigned by the measures such as document
frequency, mutual information, information gain,
term and document frequency. kNN and Bayesian
classifiers were used, and performance was
compared by precision and recall values of
classification. kNN clustering proved as superior
to Bayesian classifier. In kNN clustering, if the
training samples are uneven then classifier will
decrease the precision of classification. Therefore,
an adaptive adjustment in each iteration of
identifying neighborhood was proposed by Zhou12.
This method reduced uneven classification and
mis adjustment at the boundaries of clusters
obtained from samples.

To solve the problems associated with
high dimension feature space, Sharma and Dhir13

proposed Frequent Item set Hierarchical Clustering
(FIHC) with Word Set based Clustering (WDC).

When the number of documents in the cluster was
large, hierarchical clustering struck with local
minima. Therefore, WDC used with hierarchical
clustering for the documents which had common
word sets. Results revealed that combining
hierarchical clustering with WDC clustering
provided efficient retrieval of data and improved
reliability and scalability when compared to k-
means clustering. Traditional clustering algorithms
used vector model for comparing the similarity of
the documents, but, recent algorithms use suffix
based similarity for the documents. Rafi et al., [14]
used two methods such as efficient phrase
extraction and frequent word or word meaning
extraction to covert the document into a compact
representation. Then, hierarchical based
agglomerative clustering was used subsequently.
The purity and entropy measures were used and
results show that efficient phrase based method
was superior to frequent word approach.

Removing noisy redundant features and
selection of important features improves the
accuracy of the classification, but it affected the
integrity of the document.  Fu [15] presented a
novel approach to satisfy integrity of the
documents and improve the accuracy of the
classification. Maximum-Relevance and Minimum-
Redundancy Analysis (MR2A) was used to find
index terms and concepts of a document. Concept
Similarity Mapping (CSM) was used to merge the
predictive power of concepts and index terms.
Experiments revealed that combining MR2A and
CSM improved accuracy when comparing to
information gain and chi-square. Constructing the
domain knowledge about the particular collection
of documents was useful to improve the precision
of data retrieval.

Deepa and Revathy16 proposed a fuzzy
C-means clustering algorithm which was not based
on hard clustering. Clustering was validated by
both internal and external criteria. External criteria
used prior knowledge about the domain of the text
documents. Purity, Entropy, F-measure, and NMI
measure were used for external evaluation. Internal
evaluation was based on the intrinsic information
available in the document. Silhouette index, Bic
index were some of the internal validation measures.

Applying swarm based intelligence to
clustering algorithms was proposed by Alam et
al.,17. Hierarchical Particle Swarm Optimization
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(HPSO) was proposed for data mining applications
and efficiency was compared with bench mark
clustering algorithms such as k-means, PSO
clustering and HAC. HPSO proved better efficiency
than these bench mark classification algorithms.
Chellatamilan and Suresh|18 used TDF- IDF, concept
expansion, and language modeling for query likely
hood to extract the additional terms when user gave
a query. By varying number of additional terms
extracted for a query, it was seen that maximum
precision was achieved.

METHODOLOGY

The PubMed document sets and the
Reuters dataset were used in this investigation.
Stop words and Stemming were used clean the
data. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed
technique. The subsequent sections describe each
module.
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)

Figure 1 shows the flow of steps of the
proposed framework for document clustering.
During preprocessing, stop words are removed
from the documents to collect the bag of words.
Stop words are non-significant words available in
a document. Stop words need not be considered
before starting indexing process19. Stemming is a
procedure used to prefixes and suffixes in order to
solve the variants of the words with same root or
stem. If there are N documents in a data set, a term

is denoted as it  and the number of occurrence of t
i

is represented as in  then Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF) is calculated by using equation
(2)20,

...(2)

All clustering techniques use the vector
space model for representing a document. In the
vector space model each document d is a vector in

the term-space. In TF-IDF term weighting model
each document is represented by equation (3):

...(3)
Where itf the number of occurrence of ith

term in the document and idf is the number of
documents that contain the ith term. For managing
documents of different number of terms, each
document vector’s length can be normalized which
holds unit length given by equation (4):

...(4)

which shows that each document can be
represented as a vector in unit hyper sphere.

After extracting IDF, features are ranked
by using information gain value. Information gain
indicates the importance of a feature to resulting
clusters. Information Gain (IG) of feature ‘A’ is
computed by the difference between expected
information for classification of data set D and
actual information needed for classification by
selecting a feature ‘A’21. The mathematical formula
for Information Gain is given in equation (5),

...(5)

Expected information is computed by
equation (6),

...(6)

where p
i
 is the probability of a document

in D belongs to Class C
i
.  The actual information

needed can be computed using equation (7),

...(7)

where D j   is the set of documents in D

that have value a
j
 for the feature ‘A’. Feature with

high Once IG is computed for all the features,
concepts are extracted for top ranked features and
documents are clustered according to the
concepts.

Table 1. Analogy between the natural honey
bee colony and the artificial honey algorithm

Natural honey bee Artificial honey bee
Queen Best solution
Drones Incumbent solutions
Broods New trial solutions
Worker Heuristic search
Mating Breeding Crossover

Table 2. HBM Parameters

No. of Drones 30
No. of Mating Flights 1000
Size of Queen Spermtheca 15
No. of Broods 15
No. of selected genes in Crossover 10
Number of Iteration 1000
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Concept Expansion
A term can have many meanings when it

is not domain specific. For example the term Orange
can have many meanings based on the usage
domain. Using domain concepts can improve the
document clustering. If the list of concepts in
documents could be extracted and annotated the
clustering accuracy improves. To ensure this, the
meaning of a term needs to be disambiguated to
identify the concept it refers to. Concepts can also
include synonymous terms in the document22 to
improve document clustering. When a concept is
important, it usually has other related concepts.
For example, ‘charge’ has at least two distinct
meanings: electric charge and financial charge.
When a document speaks about electric charge,
the document will have other terms like current,
electricity, etc. while in the case of financial charge;
document will have terms like payment, amount,
etc. The idea is to score a concept by looking at it
and references to related concepts.

How each term in document is mapped to
its corresponding concept and how each concept’s
significance is estimated regarding the current
document are important for efficient clustering. A
term ‘charge’ can map to electric charge, financial
charge or criminal charge. Out of mapped concepts,
the most appropriate concept for a specific domain
should be located. Related concepts occurrences
are looked into for this. Captured inter-concept
relationship in ontology is used.

The algorithm for identifying concepts for
each term t

i 
in document D proposed by Gong et al

is given in23. A corpus with concept expansion
using Word Net is formed.WordNet is a lingual
database for English, the link language and is
termed as an abounding lexical database for English
constituting groups of nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs called synsets, contrived on
conceptual semantic and lingual relations. A corpus
with proposed concept expansion using Word Net
is formed.
Agglomerative Algorithm

An agglomerative algorithm builds the
solution with initial assign to each document to its
own cluster and uses a bottom up tree and hence
also named as bottom up clustering method. That

is, it starts with set of documents 

and considers each document as a cluster. Based
on the similarity measure each cluster is merged

with one or more relevant clusters recursively until
the termination condition is reached. After merging
clusters i and m, the similarity of new cluster j is

calculated by the function ( )SIM i,m, j and only

active clusters are stored by deactivating empty
clusters. Merging is stopped when similarity
between any two clusters is low24. Similarity is
measured using equation (9):

...(9)
Pseudo code for a simple HAC23 is given

in the following,

Proposed Honey Bee Mating optimization with k-
means clustering (HBM-KM) algorithm

K-meansclustering is a popular
unsupervised clustering suboptimal technique.
The number of clusters is pre-defined in the k-
means algorithm. When test data is given, it
calculates similarity measures to form concept.
Widely used similarity measure is Euclidean
distance. Clustering steps is summarized as:
1) Initially k number of seeds is randomly
assigned as centroids.
2) Based on some similarity measure the
neighborhoods for each centroid is searched and
assigned into a cluster, thus k clusters are formed.

...(10)

where D denotes the number of parameters in each
vector.
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3) Now center point at each cluster is
recalculated as

...(11)

where Ncjis number of vectors in cluster Cj.
Step 2 and 3 are performed until convergence is
reached

Many algorithms in various domains are
optimized by simulating the natural behaviour and
intelligence of fishes and animals. Honey Bee
Mating (HBM)25 has been successfully applied to
solve nonlinear constrained and unconstrained
optimization optimization problems. Behaviour of
Honey bee mating is applied to clustering algorithm
to improve the efficiency. In a hive, there is only
one queen bee and many drone bees. Usually
drone bee searches for food in parallel and return
to hive. Queen bee flies randomly in air in high
speed and if she meets a drone bee, then mating
happens and queen bee stores the genotype. Using

stored genotype of every mating, queen bee
produces a drone bee after completing the flight.
This mating behaviour of queen bee with drone
bees can be simulated in the clustering algorithm.
Honey bee includes a queen (best solution),
drones (incumbent solutions), workers (heuristic)
and broods (trial solutions).  In the initial phase
the queen gets initialized with some energy. The
mating ritual starts and ends only when the
Queen’s energy level drops below set threshold26.
The mating of queen with drone is shown by
equation (12):

...(12)

Where p(queen, Dronei) computes the
probability of taking the ith drone for mating. Ä(f)
is the fitness value and given by

...(13)
In27 it is explained that the queen’s energy

is high at the beginning of her flights. Mating
probability increases when the energy is high for
both drone and queen. The decrease in queen
energy can be given by (14):

...(14)
Where á is the decay rate. In this work

swarm represents the number of possible clustering
solutions. The fitness is given by the average
distance between the document and the cluster
centroid28 as shown in equation (15):

...(15)

Where i represents the cluster and j
represents the document.  Initial population is
configured by the number of drone bees and placed
randomly in the solution space. When searching
solution, if drone bee mates with queen bee, queen
bee stores the partial solution of drone bee and
returns to hive to create a new drone bee.  If totally
C number of classes are available, then confusion
matrix of size C x C is formed. The entry of

confusion matrix denotes number of true classes

iC classified as jC . Therefore, diagonal entries of

confusion matrix shows correctly classifiedFig. 1. Flow chart of proposed document clustering
method
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Fig. 2. F-measure for Reuters

Fig. 3. F-measure for PubMed dataset

Fig. 4. Entropy for Reuters

samples and the remaining entries shows
misclassified samples. Fitness function is set to
maximize the classification accuracy of the overall
system29. Overall classification accuracy is
calculated by using formula in equation (16),

...(16)

The pseudo code of HBM algorithm is
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shown in Figure 2. Table 1 tabulates the mapping
parameters.

Table 1 Analogy between the natural
honey bee colony and the artificial honey bee
algorithm

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Documents from Reuter’s dataset and
PubMed dataset are used for evaluating the
proposed HBM-KM. The Reuters dataset contains

21578 documents and tagged with keywords30. The
dataset is tagged using 445 different keywords.
The experiments were conducted using a subset
of these dataset. The proposed technique is tested
and compared with HAC and k means algorithms.
Features are extracted from each document using
IDF and are ranked by IG. Concepts are extracted
for top ranked features. Parameters used for
evaluating the efficacy of the algorithms were
entropy and F-measure.

The parameters used for HBM are
tabulated in Table 2.

The experimental results are shown
graphically by the following figures 3 to 6.

Figure 3 shows the F-measure of
classification for the Reuters dataset. From the
figure it is observed that F-measure for proposed
HBM-KM clustering increases up to 4.76 % when
comparing HAC and also increases up to 7.88 %
when comparing k-Means clustering.

Figure 4 shows the F-measure of
classification for the dataset collected from
PubMed dataset. Figure 4 reveals that F-measure
for proposed HBM-KM clustering increases up to
6.72% when comparing HAC and also increases
up to 11.79% when comparing k-Means clustering.

Figure 5 shows the entropy measure of
classification for the Reuters dataset. From the
figure it is observed that entropy measure for
proposed HBM-KM clustering decreases up to
17.32 % when comparing HAC and also decreases
up to 26.99 % when comparing k-Means clustering.

Figure 6 shows the entropy measure of
classification for the dataset collected from
PubMed dataset, and it is observed that entropy

Fig. 5. Entropy for PubMed dataset
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measure for proposed HBM-KM clustering
decreases up to 2.76 % when comparing HAC and
also decreases up to 15.16 % when comparing k-
Means clustering.

CONCLUSION

Information retrieval and data mining
applications need to get most relevant document
from large data set. In this paper, k-Means
clustering with Honey bee optimization is proposed
for efficient clustering of the documents in a large
database. Feature extraction from the documents
and reduction is used to solve the problem of high
dimensionality of text documents. Expanding the
concepts for selected features will be useful for
getting relevant document during information
search and retrieval. Proposed HBM-KM clustering
of the documents is compared with HAC and k-
means clustering by entropy and F-measure. F-
measure shows the effectiveness of clustering and
entropy shows the homogeneity of clusters.
Results show that proposed HBM-KM increased
the F-measure and decreases entropy significantly.
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